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As India and the United States move towards

a more complex system of interdependence,

it becomes increasingly important to

understand how these two global powers

interact with one another, even on the most

individual of levels. The media is a tool for

those within the field of communication to

analyze and interpret how countries and

subsequently their leaders want to be

perceived. In September of 2015, the Prime

Minister of India, Narendra Modi, made his

second visit to the United States. This

research project aimed to understand

emerging themes in the Indian and American

media coverage surrounding Modi’s visit to

the United States.

Methods References
News stories were analyzed from the

following news outlets through the database

LexusNexis for the period of 09/01/2015 –
09/30/15:

The Times of India (India), The New York

Times (United States)

Key words used to identify stories related to

Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to the

United States:

• “Narendra Modi”

• “The United States”

Stories were limited by the following

characteristics:

• Must be over 350 words

• Cannot be a transcript of a speech

• Must be relevant to Modi’s U.S. visit

In the initial review, the following 8 themes

were identified:

• Technology

• Human Rights

• Economics and Finance

• Business

• The Environment

• Dissonance and Conflict

• Politics and Diplomacy

• Support

The second review delineated which themes

were present in each story on an Excel

spreadsheet. The spreadsheet was sorted

chronologically, with each news outlet

separated. Quotes were gathered to

exemplify the themes present
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In the first few weeks of September, prior to

Modi’s visit, media coverage focused

primarily on technology, business, and

economics and finance. The last week of

September, during Modi’s visit, media

coverage was more varied as some of the

less prominent themes began to emerge.

Although many stories in The Times of India

were dedicated to Modi’s visit to the United

States, significantly fewer were featured in

the New York Times.

Media coverage of Prime Minister Modi’s visit

to the United States emphasized the growing

technology sector of India and India’s role as

a country of business and innovation. This

demonstrates how newspaper stories can

support or undermine a particular agenda but

also how it can be used to understand how

political leaders wish to have their countries

portrayed.

Further research would examine media

coverage of Modi’s visits to other countries

besides the United States, or visits of other

world leaders to the United States. Additional

research would also analyze a broader set of

outlets and expand the timeframe of stories

to include the weeks following a visit.
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